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Increases in pressure during emptying of grain bins are frequently responsible for their collapse. Several theories have
been advanced to predict these pressures. This paper summarizes these theories and compares the pressures predicted by
them. Experimental results show that a considerable range of pressures can occur, depending on the bin characteristics
described by the equations. Pressures during filling are affected by location of the filling spout and by the use of a grain
spreader. The widely used Janssen equation underestimates pressures during filling for some cases and seriously
underestimates pressures duringemptyingfor mostdeepbinsituations. AnequationproposedbyLvinis recommendedfor
estimating emptying pressures.

INTRODUCTION

The design of bulk storage for grain and
oilseeds requires a compromise between
the conflicting requirements of structural
strength, economical construction and
convenience in handling. This is further
complicated by the lackof a concisestate
mentof the pressures storages must with
stand. Frequently bin wall pressures are
calculated using equations of Janssen
(1895). Experimental determinations of
bin wall pressures on models and actual
bins have confirmed that Janssen's theory
isonlyapplicable to static or filling condi
tions. Pressures larger than Janssen's have
been reported during emptying (Jaky
1948; Turitzin 1963;Deutschand Schmidt
1969; Pieper 1969; Clague and Wright
1973; Stoffers 1983). Many researchers
have presented theories to predict high
emptying pressures, but there is consid
erable variation in the predictions. A crit
ical evaluation of these theories is required
todevelop a suitable basisfordesign. The
purpose ofthis paper istocompare various
grain bin wall pressure theories with some
experimental work.

THEORIES OF STATIC PRESSURES

Janssen
Janssen's theory (Janssen 1895) is not

capable of predicting emptying pressures,
but it is widely accepted for filling (static)
pressures in deep bins. Janssen's theory
became popular mainly because of its
simplicity. About the same time Airy
(1897) presented more complex equations
topredict binwall pressures inshallow and
deep bins. The pressures predicted by
these theories are roughly comparable.
Both theories are derived assuming static
equilibrium of the storedproduct.

Janssen derived the following equation
topredict lateral binwall pressures, based

on static equilibrium of a slice of granular
material stored in a circular bin:

wR
Ph = — (\ -exp(-u'Kh/R)) (1)

wherePh = lateral bin wallpressure(kN/
m2) at depth h; w = specific weight of
stored material (kN/m3); R = hydraulic
radius of storage structure, and is defined
as the ratio of the cross-sectional area of
the bin to the perimeterof the bin (m);K =
the ratio of lateral to vertical pressure
(PhIPy)\ u' = coefficient of friction of
stored material on the bin wall material;
and/i = depthfromthesurface ofmaterial
(m).

The constant K is the most controversial
to determine. This constant has been
reported todepend ontheangle of internal
friction of material (<|>) (Ketchum 1919;
Jaky 1948). According toKetchum (1919),
# isdefined as (1 - sin <)))/( 1 + sincf))"1.
This is the expression commonly used in
soil mechanics for earth in an active state
ofplastic equilibrium. Foraninternal fric
tion angle of 27° (typical for wheat) this
results in K = 0.376. Jaky (1948) sug
gested that Kbe given thevalue (1 - sin
<))), which for <|> = 27° results in K =
0.546. Both these cases assume zero wall
friction. UsingMohr'scircle for failure of
granular material nearthe bin wall, some
researchers (Everts et al. 1977; Moysey
1979)have shownthe dependence of A' on
both the angle of internal friction <J> and
angle of friction of stored material on bin
wall <(>'. They derived the following for
mula to determine K in the active case:

where

1 — sin <J> cos 2e
K active = (2)

1 + sin <J) cos 2e

/sin <}>'\
2e = sin

v sin <{> /

and the following formula to determineK
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in passive yield case:

1 + sin 4> cos IB
K passive

where

IB = sin

1 - sin <|> cos IB

- Ft) +♦'\ sin <J> /

(3)

For wheat with an internal friction
angle of 27° and wall friction angle of 17°
these equations result in K active = 0.41
and K passive = 1.66. The active case
would occur if a bin wall was moved away
from the stored grain and the passive case,
if the bin wall was moved towards the
grain. The above values ofKactive and K
passive imply thatpassive pressures can be
very much greater than active pressures,
but this has not been verified in deep bins.
It is conceivable that dry grain that
becomes wet in storage could swell and
produce passive pressures. A sudden
decrease in ambient temperature can cause
some increase in pressure, but not to the
extent of the full passive case (Manbeck
1984). Fromtheseequations, it canalsobe
seen that accuracy in the measurement of
internal friction angle and wall friction
angle is very important.

Based on experimental investigations,
Ketchum (1919) reported a value of K =
0.6 for wheat. Caughey et al. (1951) also
found a value of 0.6 for corn and wheat.
They determined this by measuring the
average wall pressure andtheaverage floor
pressure, so theirvalue does not apply to
specific locations in thebin. Pieper (1969)
reported a value of0.5 forKunder filling
conditions and 0.6 for emptying condi
tions based on studies on barley in
plywood bins. Changing thevalue ofA' in
Janssen's equation does not greatly affect
calculated emptying pressures. Walters
(1973a) suggested an equation very sim
ilar to Janssen's but using K passive. His
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TABLE I. LATERAL BIN WALL PRESSURES IN DIMENSIONLESS FORM ((PhHwD)~ •)
PREDICTED BY DIFFERENT THEORIES FOR $ = 27° AND *' = 17°

Grain depth Janssen Lvin Lvin Jenike Walters

to bin diam. (1895) (static) (dynamic) et al. (1973a)

ratio (1970) (1970) (1972b)

1.0 3.323 0.359 0.675 0.91 0.752

2.0 0.518 0.615 1.156 1.53 0.812

3.0 0.637 0.768 1.443 1.77 0.817

4.0 0.708 0.818 1.536 1.56 0.818

5.0 0.751 0.818 1.536 0.69 0.818

INTERNAL FRICTION ANGLE, <fi

10° 20° 30p 40°

HOPPER ANGLE 9, DEGREES

Figure 1.Limiting conditions for mass flow emptying.

theory predicts high dynamic (emptying)
pressuresonly in the upper portions of the
bin. For depth to diameter ratios, h/D,
greater than 4.0, the emptying pressures
predicted by Walter's theory are close to
the filling pressures predicted byJanssen's
theory (Table I).

Lvin's Theory
In an attempt to predict emptying pres

sures in cylindrical bins, Lvin (1970)
basedhis derivation on the equilibrium of
elementary concentric rings instead of
horizontal slices. This allowed him to con
sider non-uniform stress distribution over
the cross section of the bin. He derived his
theorybasedon the assumption that all the
inner rings slide downward relative to the
outer ones. His solution shows the exis
tence of two pressure regions, one in
which thepressure increases withdepth of
grain and the other in which pressure is
constant. The constant pressure value
agreeswith the limitingpressurepredicted

50«

by Janssen's theory. His equations for fil
ling (static) pressures are:

Ph = wKh{\ - u'K/D)

for h/D < \/2u'K, (4)

Ph = wD(4u')~

for/*/D > \/2u'K (5)

Lvin's static lateral pressures are larger
thanJanssen's in the upperportions of the
bin (Table I).

EMPTYING PRESSURES

General

It is generally accepted that wall pres
sures increase as deep bins are emptied.
Building codes in some countries recog
nizethis, andto account forit they usually
suggest that pressures predicted by Jans
sen's theory be multiplied by a factor
greater than one. In some codes the factor
changes withbindepth. Although the fac
tor is probably intended to allow for effects

produced during emptying, it may also
provide a factor of safety for other situa
tions where uncertainty may occur. These
could include vibration of a structure

located near a railway track, swelling of
grain during aeration or shrinkage of a bin
during a sudden drop in ambient tem
perature. Most of the published studies are
about pressure increases due to emptying
through eccentric outlets, with some on
thermal stresses. Studies related to other

factors are scarce or non-existent.

Lvin's Theory
For pressures during emptying, Lvin's

equation (Lvin 1970) reduces to:

Ph passive = Ph active (0.71 + 0.29 m) (6)

where m is the ratio of K passive to K
active. He further states that this pressure
increase during the transition from static to
dynamic pressures occurs over a wall
height of// = 2D/2uK(m+ 1) and that the
pressure increasewithinthis height is par
abolic in shape.

Lvin's dynamic pressures are about two
times the pressures predicted by Janssen's
theory for <j> = 27°and<|>' = 17°. Lvin's
theory is notcapable of predicting hopper
wall pressures andthereduction inempty
ing pressures near the bottom of a bin as
observed by many researchers including,
Pieper (1969) and Deutsch and Schmidt
(1969).

Jenike et al.

Jenikeet al. (1973a, b) havegivensolu
tions for mass flow bins and funnel flow
bins separately. The limiting conditions
formass flow can bedetermined from Fig.
1. Their solution is based on the principle
of recoverable strain energy, but their
equationsto predict wallpressures are not
easily understood. They have given their
recommendations in graphical form for
selected values of h/D. As read from their
graphs, predicted pressures are 1.5 times
thepressures predicted by Lvin's dynamic
theory (Table I). In funnel flow bins,
Jenike et al. (1973b) predict maximum
pressures at the effective transition. This is
the position at which transition from mass
flow to funnel flow occurs, pointx in Fig.
2(b).

THEORIES OF PRESSURES ON
THE HOPPER WALLS

General

Very highpressuresnear thejunctionof
a bin wall and hopper have been observed
(Clague and Wright 1973). Many theories
have been advanced to predict these hop-
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per wall pressures. Theories of Walker
(1966) and Walters (1973b)predicthopper
wallpressuresonly for hoppers facilitating
mass flow emptying of the bin (steep
smooth hoppers). Clague and Wright
(1973) have shown good agreement
between their measured hopper wall pres
sures and pressures predicted by Walker's
theory for mass flow hoppers. Theories of
Everts et al. (1977) and Jenike et al.
(1973a, b) predict hopper wall pressures
for funnel flow and mass flow emptying of
the bins. In funnel flow emptying (Fig.
2a), a central column of flow is formed
above the discharge opening while most of
the mass of grain remains almost static.
The formed funnel progressively descends
as the material is discharged at the bottom
of the bin. During mass flow emptying
(Fig. 2b), practically the entire mass of
grain in the bin moves. Since grain bins
usually have hoppers which produce fun
nel flow emptying, only theories dealing
with hopper wall pressures in funnel flow
bins are summarized below.

Funnel Flow Hoppers
By considering the dynamic equi

librium of a wedge of grain on a hopper
wall (Fig. 3a, b), Jenike et al. (1973b)
derivedthe followingequations for normal
hopper wall pressure at radius r from the
central axis of the hopper:

17sin2 6
hIA~~T~ + cos- e +

Tjw'O + 1/AT sin 6cos 6)J

The value of r varies from zero at the center
toD/2 at thejunction of the bin wall with
the hopper. This gives a linear decrease in
pressure from a maximum atthe wall tran
sition to zero at the apex.

To calculate hopper wall pressures at
the junction, Everts etal.(1977) suggested
the following modification to Eq. 7.

sin2 8
1.5 a:

w'(l +yjg sin Qcos $))] (8)
Moysey (1983) has shown results hav

ing good agreement with those calculated
from Everts et al. (1977). For a typical
hopper with 60-degree inclination to the
vertical, and wheat stored in a plywood
bin, the pressures near thejunction of the
binwallto thehopperwouldbe aboutthree
times the Janssen lateral pressure at that
point.

Jenike et al. (1973b) also predict the
pressure atthe effective transition point in
funnel flow bins (pointx in Fig. 2b). This
effective transition point could occur in a
flat-bottomed bin or in one with a shallow
hopper. The pressure at theeffective tran-

+ cos2 e +

(7)

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Emptying conditions in grain bins, (a) Funnel flow, (b) mass flow.

V^ Pv-Ph/K

u Ph cos ©
V (uPh/K)sin9

Figure 3. Location and equilibrium forces on a wedge ofgrain on hopper wall.

sition point is given by:

-Ph (9)

where Ph is Janssen's lateral pressure at
effective transition point, and

(24 tan 0' + Tr/q)(\ - sin 4> tan 6')
Kt

16 (sin (|> + tan 6')

The plot forq(aconstant) asa function
of O and $' for different values of <}> are
given inJenike (1964). The values of0' as
function of <|> are given in Everts et al.
(1977) and Troitsky (1980). For a par
ticular value of ((>, the values read for 9'
from the two sources are not the same. It
seems that these plotsare for twodifferent
values of <(>', notmentioned on thegraphs.

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL
TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Lateral pressures in bins during filling

are shown inFigs.4 and5. Figure4 is fora
very deep bin, with a height to diameter
ratio of 5, and compares two theoretical
curves to Nielsen's (1982) measurements.
The theoretical curves were calculated
using <\> = 30° and<$>' = 25°. Lvin's equa

(10)

tion gives slightly larger values in the
upper part of the bin, but below an h/D
ratio of four the values are essentially iden
tical. Nielsen's tests were done with barley
in a silo 7 m in diameter by 46 m deep. The
experimental curves clearly show that
spouting the filling grain against one wall
causes considerably greater pressure on
that side of the bin than on the opposite
side, particularly at the lower levels. Fil
ling from a centric location reduced the
pressure on side b buthad little effect on
the pressure on side a. Note that all mea
sured values in the lower part of the bin are
larger than the theoretical ones.

Figure 5 shows experimental data
obtained by Moysey (1983) in a model bin
where the maximum h/D ratio was 2.5,
half the value of Fig. 4. These experiments
were done with wheat in a plywood bin 0.7
m square by2 mdeep. Values of <|> = 27°
and <$>' = 17°, typical for wheat and
plywood, were used to develop the the
oretical curves. The bin was filled in a
vertical stream from a funnel or in a sprin
klingfashion from a conical spreader. The
measuredsprinkle-fill pressures arealmost
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a Side a eccentric filling

o Side b centric filling

^ ^ • Side b eccentric filling

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Ph/wD

Figure 4. Theoretical static pressures for<|> = 30° and <t>' = 25° compared to Nielsen's results with eccentric filling.

o Stream fill

* Sprinkle fill

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ph/wD

Figure 5.Theoretical static pressures for <|> = 27° and <)>' = 17° compared to Moysey's results.

identical to the calculated Janssen values.
Static pressures resulting from a stream-
fill process were appreciably larger than
the pressurespredictedby either Janssen's
or Lvin's static theories. Previous workby
a number of investigators has shown that
the use of a grain spreader during filling

increases the grain bulk density by 6 -
10%. One might expect this to produce
larger pressures than a stream-fill, but a
more dense fill means that particles are
packedmoreclosely,andpossiblyin some
more orderly arrangement. Shear box tests
(Moysey and Hiltz 1984) have shown that

the apparent internal friction angle is
larger for dense packing, which helps to
explain the reduced wall pressures associ
ated with it.

Figures 6(a) and (b) show the theore
tical curves of Jenike et al. (1973b) and
Lvin (1970) for pressures during empty
ing, along with the static pressure curves
of Janssen for two sets of friction angles.
As well, pressure measurements madeby
Kovtun and Platonov(see Turitzin (1963))
and by Pieper (1969) are given for com
parison in Figs. 6(a) and(b), respectively.
Kovtun and Platonovperformed their tests
with wheat in a full-scale concrete bin,
whereas Pieper did his with malting barley
in a model plywoodbin0.7 m square by 5
m deep. For bothsetsof friction angles, the
Jenike curves give pressuresthat aremuch
above measured values. Lvin's theory
gives values thatareslightly larger thanthe
experimental results in both cases, but
appear to give a much better approxima
tion than Jenike's.

The Canadian Farm Building Code uses
the Janssen equationto calculate wallpres
sures during filling and multiplying factors
of 1.4 for centric emptying and 2.5 for
eccentric emptying.

Figure 7 compares pressures perpen
dicular to hopper surfaces predicted by
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Theoretical

Experimental

Theoretical

Experimental

Jenike et al.

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Ph /wD

Figure 6. (a) Theoretical emptying pressures for <$> = 27° and <(>' = 17° compared with Janssen's pressure and experimental results of Kovtun and
Platonov (see Turitzin 1963). (b) Theoretical emptying pressures for (J> = 30° and <)>' = 25° compared with Janssen's pressure and
experimental results of Pieper(1969).

Jenike et al. (1973b) and by Everts et al.
(1977) with pressures measured by
Moysey (1983) using wheat in a model
plywood bin. Thecurves and data are for a
hopper sloped 60 degrees to the vertical.
The experimental values for stream-fill are
reasonably close to predicted values, but
with sprinkle-fill they are substantially
larger. Recalling that lateral pressures are
low in the case of sprinkle-fill, it is not
surprising that pressures onthebottom are
large. Changing the hopper slope from 60
to45degrees reduces theexperimental and
calculated pressures slightly.

SUMMARY

Pressures in large grain storages are
affected by a number of factors, notall of
which are considered in theoretical equa
tions. Most models include wall friction
angle, internal friction angle and bulkden
sity, butmake noprovision for theeffectof
inlet spout location, the use of a grain
spreader or the location of the discharge
opening. The previous discussion has
shown that:

(a) An inlet spout that directs grain
against one wall ofabincan produce static
pressures against that wall substantially

1.6

Kovtun and
Platonov

2.0

Measured (Moysey)
a Sprinkle fill

o Stream fi

Jenike et al.

Figure 7. Theoretical and experimental pressures on hopper walls sloped 60 degrees to the vertical
for<(> = 27°and<)>' = 17°.

greater than those predicted by Janssen's ditions. Of the theories reviewed, Lvin's
theory. seems to fit the experimental data best.

(b) Pressures during emptying can be (c) Using agrain spreader during filling
considerably larger than under static con- reduces lateral wall pressures but increases

CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, VOL. 27, NO. 1, SPRING 1985
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pressures on the hopperbottom.
(d) Measured pressures on hoppers

weregreater than those predictedby either
of the theories reviewed.
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